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As we mentioned last week, this long period of listless trading has lacked a
central cause for concern. This does not mean that there has been nothing
legitimate to worry about, but instead the focus of concern has been constantly
realigned across a variety of issues. Recent sessions saw a new worry emerge,
the threat of a “Eurocrisis” back on the headlines, with Italy’s post-election
coalition building leading to a stand-off which spilled over dramatically into
fixed income markets. This led to a widespread dusting off of Eurocrisis charts
which presumably had been lurking on servers for the last five years (they
generally outlasted the crisis by a few quarters). However, despite the massive
spike higher in yields and the still-chronic nature of Italy’s long term fiscal
liabilities there is very little in common between the present situation and the
2010-12 period.

Firstly politics had very little to do with the Eurocrisis. Most European
governments were inactive and the main source of tension came from the
central bank which insisted on running a tight monetary policy that included a
static balance sheet and a rate hike in June 2011. Of course the ECB today
continues to be very generous with its policy, even if it is threatening to rein in
its asset purchases later this year. There is of course still a drive towards
austerity that comes from the central bank and its unwillingness to “monetize”
public deficit spending, but overall the central bank has done much to ease the
woes that gripped the continent at the start of the decade.
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As a result, the continent’s economy, including that of Italy, in a very
different place, with unemployment rates falling substantially in recent
quarters even in the periphery. It is true that wealth has recovered faster
than income, but this is a global phenomenon that does not change the fact
that progress has been made on both ledgers. Balance sheets of local banks
and insurance companies are also far healthier than they were at the height
of the crisis, although they have to some extent been penalized by the
imposition of negative interest rates since the start of the ECB’s QE
program.

None of the above seemed to matter on Tuesday but there were some
positive signs in the chaos. We would note that there is now only one I in
PIGS, with Ireland serenely bypassing the chaos of Tuesday and Spain
experiencing seeing a spike in yields and CDS that still kept markets at levels
seen in early 2018. Portugal and Greece remain high yield nations, but are
not clearly implicated in Italy’s political chaos other than by association.

Wednesday saw a calming of nerves and although it is certainly possible
that Europe will elect a series of populist governments that tear the political
structure apart this would hardly be an overnight process. A much likelier
outcome is a series of messy noisy fights both within and between the
various countries that are resolved by imperfect compromise.
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Nevertheless, it is worth noting that Tuesday’s market reaction generated a
much larger single day move in Italy’s CDS market than was seen even on the
worst days of the Eurocrisis with the 5 year CDS rising a remarkable 104 bps on
Tuesday, compared to the worst one day move of 64 bps in December 2011. Its
10 year sovereign bond rose 48 bps, almost exactly matching the largest single
day rise. This again suggests that markets are more fragile today than they
were a few years ago, at least as far as their ability to absorb short term shocks
although the news that a single $4 bln hedge fund apparently lost 50% of its
value on Tuesday before closing out positions does suggest that a fair degree of
the moves seen were a function of margin calls rather than true investor panic.

Wednesday saw a calming of political tensions that came a little too late to be
fully reflected in European markets and well after Asia’s close, but was very well
timed as far as the US was concerned. This allowed the SPX index to
completely recover the Tuesday reversal and close at 2724.01, just 9 points
below the level we were at when we wrote last week. Moreover the trends of

the other two US indexes we track have continued to improve, with the RTY
index breaking out to a new all-time high at 1648, meeting our 2% threshold for
surpassing its January peak at 1615. The NDX index continues to push against
key resistance at 7000, which would be roughly equivalent to the SPX moving
up to challenge the 2800 level. Before that can happen the tough band at
resistance at 2750 must be surpassed, and to mount an assault ideally the index
needs to avoid being sucked lower than 2650 (roughly the mid-point between
the 200 and 50 day ma).

Meanwhile the emerging market complex remains under pressure with the
MXEF index recording a new 2018 low at 1112.75 on Wednesday, although as
we note above the large Asian markets had all closed down sharply before
Italy’s tensions had moderated (most markets fully recovered the Tuesday
night decline on Wednesday evening). Asian markets continue to be very
sensitive to trade rhetoric which has been flip-flopping between aggression and
conciliation in recent days which is interesting since the US market appears to
have stopped responding to this issue. Latin American markets did manage to
record small gains, but still have lost considerable ground as investor flight has
taken hold. Again most of the turmoil has been political, with Brazil’s trucking
strike forcing the government to amend its fuel pricing policies, which sets an
unfortunate precedent. We would not minimize the political pressures in many
countries, but the economic situation continues to look quite favorable and
currency adjusted valuations increasingly reasonable.

At least the violent sell off in FX markets appears to have run its course, with a
series of central banks raising interest rates (Indonesia being the latest) helping
market stabilize. We do consider it significant that no major EM currency
recorded a new 2018 low on Tuesday despite the very considerable stresses
across asset markets. Clearly the complex has seen a substantial withdrawal of
capital in recent months, with equity positioning significantly lower than pre-
bear market (2011) levels even before the recent divestment and we assume
significant use of currencies as hedges for exposure elsewhere. Positioning and
valuations alone do not guarantee a recovery of losses but any sign of internal
tensions being resolved would probably be enough to change the situation into
a more positive dynamic.



S&P 500

Since last Wednesday’s close the SPX index is down -9.28 points but this small move obscures the day to day volatility we have witnessed this
week. On Tuesday the equity markets started the holiday shortened week on the back foot fueled by a disruption in Italian government bond
market on the back of political concerns. At one point during the afternoon the SPX was down -44.52 points before a late day rally recovered a
portion of its losses. Yesterday saw a turn in sentiment and the SPX traded up 34.15 points or +1.27%. We also suspect month end squaring of
positions has been also be a driver of the frenetic trading action over the past two days. Putting the short term trading action aside we continue
to believe that however the day to day price action unfolds going forward that the 4 month long price consolidation will be resolved to the
upside. We continue first support at 2,680 and second at the still rising 200-day ma (2,636.70 at yesterday’s close).
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NASDAQ 100

Over the past four trading days the NDX is up +0.33% versus a decline of -0.34% in the SPX. Although the high tech index traded lower with the 
broader equity market on Tuesday the NDX never came close to testing its first support during the sell off unlike the SPX. The NDX has ignored 
every excuse to trade lower but has merely found itself consolidating its gains in a sideways trading pattern. A rally through first resistance at 
the 7,000 will put the March 13th highs at 7,186.09 in easy reach of the bulls. We continue to mark first support at 6,750 and second at the March 
3rd low at 6,585.37. 
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Russell 2000

After a brief backing and filling the RTY has moved onto new record highs rallying sharply yesterday closing up +24.34 points or +1.50% on the
day. The RTY has continued to outperform on a relative basis versus both the SPX and The NDX. MACD has avoided crossing its signal line and
remains elevated in positive territory. Our support levels remain unchanged with the 1,600 level marking first support and second at the May
1st lows at 1,527.71.
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VXO

The VXO index continues to suggest a much lower level of concern among market participants than was a case a few weeks ago. Tuesday’s ugly
sell-off did manage to push the index up to 17.01 in the late afternoon, but the index closed at 15.41 not far into “correction territory”.
Wednesday’s strong relief rally then saw the index breach the key 14 level in the late morning and then push on down to close at 13.56. It is fair
to assume that a similar stream of headlines from Europe in February or March would have generated a much higher VXO reading, and this is a
reflection of the fact that the points lost were part of a range that has been crisscrossed many times in recent weeks, taking much of the sting
out of the losses experienced in the session.

The VXO remains above levels that would indicate a move up to test the all time high, but we would note that the RTY index has managed to
break-out even with the RVX at 15.39 and the NDX has made good progress with the VXN at 17.07, both of which are well above average 2017
levels. In other words one should always recall that volatility indexes simply measures the price participants are willing to pay for protection and
not the level or progress of the underlying index.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The MXEF has continued to drift lower as it has struggled on a relative basis against US equity indexes. That said, the MXEF index has absorbed
continued liquidation in EM currencies and weakness in Chinese equities (27.48% weighting in the index). MACD continues to track sideways in
negative territory with nary a hint of a turn in price momentum. We expect that part of the pressure on the index this week has to do in part
with end of the month position squaring and Wednesday’s decline reflects the fact that the vast majority of the index had ceased trading when
news out of Italy sent markets higher. We continue to consider the 1,100 level as key support and are hopeful that it will not be violated. We
now mark first resistance at the converging 50-day and 200-day moving averages at 1,150.
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10 Year Treasury Note

It has been one of the more remarkable two days for the US treasury market, with the entire curve shifting down roughly 15 bps and then
bouncing back to erase most of this move on Wednesday. For the 10 year yield the overall effect has been to take it down to 2.85% at
Wednesday’s close, which is roughly the bottom end of our assumed range. We should now extend this range down to 2.75% which the yield
touched on Tuesday, but it should be noted that this move required the short end of the curve declining to make space for the 10 year yield to
move into.

We do not believe that any of the recent events will affect the FOMC’s upcoming June meeting, and since the 2 year yield now sits only 19 bp
above the 1 year yield the short end of the curve is unlikely to move much lower. The main effect of the gyrations has been to reduce the
likelihood of the 30 year bond breaking out in the immediate future. Wednesday’s close at 3.03% leaves plenty of room to rise before key
resistance at 3.25% is challenged and means that the 10 year yield is likely to remain range bound for a while longer.
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US Dollar

Yesterday’s decline in the DXY was the first hint that the impressive rally from April lows had run out of steam. MACD is flat lining albeit at an
elevated level in positive territory. Over the coming weeks we would expect a pullback of a larger degree than we have witnessed over the past
month and a half to develop. We now mark first support at 93 and second at just above the converging moving averages at 92.
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Gold

Gold has managed to absorb the recent strengthening of the USD without suffering further losses and the metal closed back above $1300 on
Wednesday for the first time since the May 14th break in price. In recent sessions the metal’s price has been capped by the 200 day ma at $1308
and MACD still shows a fairly negative momentum, but when one allows for the strength of the USD in recent weeks this is a reasonably robust
performance that shows no intrinsic loss of value in non-USD terms.

$1280 remains key support to watch, while a move over $1325 would suggest that the metal is capable of moving up to test the 2018 high, but
for now the metal looks content to track sideways.
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Crude Oil

Oil prices as measured by the front month WTI futures contract began to pullback from last Tuesday’s intra-day highs and on Friday the selling 
accelerated when oil broke the $70 level. At the close of trading oil was down $2.83 or -4.0%. That reversal was the worst one day decline since 
July 2017. On Monday prices flirted briefly with support at the $65 before recovering. There is little question that the rally had become extended 
and was due for a pullback but the selloff wiped out nearly a month and a half of gains built during the grind higher. Saying that, prices still 
remain in the uptrend from the June lows. MACD reflects the quick reversal in price as it tracks lower in a similar fashion to February’s 
correction. We now mark first resistance at $70 and second at $75  
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Copper

Copper remains by far the least volatile market in our universe, which arguably reflects the fact that most of the disturbance in recent months
has been political in nature with economic activity remaining in a solid and broad recovery. In any case in recent weeks copper has not
responded to the strengthening of the USD, trade disputes and the poor performance of emerging markets. We can now we can add the
turmoil in European fixed income markets to this list of non-catalysts and await the eventual resolution of this long period of sideways trading.
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